
Exam in ECON 4925 – sensorveiledning

Florian Diekert (f.k.diekert@bio.uio.no)

Problem 1
(Essay, counts 40%)

The Dasgupta-Heal-Solow-Stiglitz model can be used to analyze whether it is feasible to indefinitely
sustain a level of consumption that is larger than zero. Briefly describe the trade-offs that charac-
terize the model’s solution. Discuss in particular the assumptions of the model. Do you find the
model useful?

I have repeatedly highlighted in class that a good essay is not a listing of things that one
remembers on the topic, but that it has to have some structure and line of argumentation. This
means for example, that I would value a thorough and well-articulated discussion that concentrates
on only one of the model assumptions higher than a complete but short listing of the assumptions
sketched below.

The students are expected to know that the DHSS model is an aggregated model, maximizing
utility from consumption. The technology is based on two stocks, man-made (reproducible) capital
and natural (non-renewable) capital and the essential question of whether a consumption path that
is bounded away from zero is feasible depends on the trade-off between capital accumulation and
resource depletion, in particular on the substitution possibilities between the two capital stocks.

Students could name Hotelling’s rule as a necessary condition for efficiency and discuss how
consumption paths following from utility maximization with a positive time preference depend on
the parameters in the Ramsey equation ρ = δ + ηg or how following Hartwick’s rule (the exact
re-investment of resource rents into the capital stock) leads to constant consumption. However,
neither of these names (Hotelling, Ramsey, or Hartwick) has to be dropped for the essay to receive
full points if it is otherwise well written.

The main assumptions underlying the model are (1) constant technology, (2) no population
growth, (3) a closed economy, and (4) competitive markets. On a more fundamental level, students
could discuss the assumptions of full rationality, additively-seperable utility functions over an
infinite time horizon, and that aggregation into just two stocks whose initial values are known
with certainty and that develop linearly makes sense. Candidates for an A or a B could speculate
about how problematic these assumptions are with respect to “the real world” and how difficult
it is likely to be to relax them.

Problem 2
(Analysis of a non-renewable resource model, counts 60%)

2.1 Extraction and price paths

Consider a competitive market for a non-renewable resource. Extraction is costless. Demand is
given by D(pt) = p−εt . The total initial stock of the resource is S0 and all firms have well-defined
property rights to their own pool of the resource. Assume that the firm’s common interest rate r
is socially optimal. Characterize the efficient depletion profile and the market price.

When extraction is costless, producer price pt equals consumer price qt. According to Hotelling’s
no-arbitrage rule, the price will rise at the rate of interest:

ṗt
pt

= r (1)
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An efficient solution requires moreover that:

S0 =

∫ ∞
0

xtdt (2)

Market clearing implies xt = D(pt). Since pt = p0e
rt from (1), one can insert this into (2) to

explicitly solve for the initial price:

S0 =

∫ ∞
0

D(pt)dt =

∫ ∞
0

(
p0e

rt
)−ε

dt = p−ε0

∫ ∞
0

e−εrtdt

⇔ pε0S0 =

∫ ∞
0

e−εrtdt =

∣∣∣∣ 1

−εr
e−rεt

∣∣∣∣∞
0

=
1

εr
⇒ p0 =

(
1

εrS0

) 1
ε

Accordingly, the price path is given by xt = εrS0e
−εrt. The price will rise without bounds and

extraction will approach zero asymptotically.
When no closed form solutions are obtained, the way to obtain them in principle should be

outlined and a graphical presentation of the price and extraction paths should be given.

2.2 Comparative statics

What is the effect of the following changes on the price- and extraction paths:

i.) An increase in the initial stock of the resource S0.

ii.) An increase in the discount rate r.

iii.) The introduction of a constant tax (driving a wedge between the consumer price qt and the
producer price pt), specified as a tax τ1 per unit of the resource extracted (so that pt = qt−τ1).

iv.) The introduction of a constant tax (driving a wedge between the consumer price qt and the
producer price pt), specified as a royalty tax τ2 (so that pt = (1− τ2)qt).

As it can be directly seen from the solution above, an increase in S0 leads to a lower initial
price, but since it has no effect on the proportional increase, the new price path will always be
below the old one (i.e. at any given point in time, the slope of the price path is lower). Extraction
will be above the original level at all times. Of course, the time horizon will, strictly speaking, not
be longer in the new situation (extraction went on indefinitely already at the original S0).

Conversely, an increase in r leads to higher growth rate of the price path and hence a stronger
decline of the extraction path. As a price path which would always be above the old path would
not lead to (asymptotic) resource exhaustion, the initial price must be lower. At the same time
the price path cannot be always below the old path as this would lead to resource exhaustion in
finite time. Hence the new path must cross the old one from below. For extraction, the new path
must cross the old one from above, that is, in particular near-term extraction increases.

A constant tax per unit of extraction increases the market/consumer price by qt = pt+τ1. When
comparing everything in terms of producer price (the resource rent), one sees that this still has to
rise at the rate of interest, but since it is now given by r = ṗt

pt
= q̇t

qt−τ1 it follows that the market
price path is flatter. The initial price must be higher due to efficiency considerations. In other
words, we have decreased extraction in the near-term and increased extraction in the long run.

Conversely, a royalty tax implies that the consumer price is qt = (1− τ2)pt and q̇t
qt

= (1−τ2)ṗt
(1−τ2)pt = r

shows that a constant royalty tax has leads to no distortion of the price and extraction path.

2.3 Common-pool problem

Suppose now that there are only two producers that each have their own oil-well but the resource
pools beneath the surface are connected. Each producer has half the initial stock Si0 = 1

2S0(i = 1, 2),
but as one stock becomes more depleted than the other, the resource leaks from the relatively full



reservoir to the relatively empty reservoir at a constant rate α > 0. In other words, the state
equation for producer i is given by:

d

dt
Si,t = −xi,t + α (Sj,t − Si,t) j, i = 1, 2 and i 6= j; α > 0,

where xi,t denotes extraction by producer i at time t. For simplicity, assume that the producer’s
ignore their potential market power. Assume that each producer takes the other’s time profile of
output as given and find the equilibrium extraction and price path. Provide a brief discussion of
your findings.

The Hamiltonian for this problem is

H = ptxi,t − µi,t(xi,t − α (Sj,t − Si,t)

and the corresponding necessary conditions for the state and control variables are:

∂H
∂x

pi,t − µi,t ≤ 0 (= 0 for xi,t > 0)

µ̇i,t − rµi,t = − ∂H
∂Si

= −αµi,t

Abstracting from market place interactions, this implies that the price will rise at a rate of r+α.
The effect on the price and extraction profile is exactly the same the one of an exogenously
higher interest rate discussed above. Students should highlight that extraction is faster due to the
common pool characteristic: each producer depletes his stock faster as he expects to deplete his
rival to deplete this stock if he would postpone depletion.

Grading

The essay counts 40% and the model analysis 60%. For question 2, students that do not solve
question 2.2 and beyond should not get better than a D in that part. For an A or B, students
need at least show a decent attempt at solving 2.3.
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